
 

 

    

Abstract—With the growing of computer and network, digital 

data can be spread to anywhere in the world quickly. In addition, 

digital data can also be copied or tampered easily so that the security 

issue becomes an important topic in the protection of digital data. 

Digital watermark is a method to protect the ownership of digital data. 

Embedding the watermark will influence the quality certainly. In this 

paper, Vector Quantization (VQ) is used to embed the watermark into 

the image to fulfill the goal of data hiding. This kind of watermarking 

is invisible which means that the users will not conscious the existing 

of embedded watermark even though the embedded image has tiny 

difference compared to the original image. Meanwhile, VQ needs a lot 

of computation burden so that we adopt a fast VQ encoding scheme by 

partial distortion searching (PDS) and mean approximation scheme to 

speed up the data hiding process.  

 The watermarks we hide to the image could be gray, bi-level and 

color images. Texts are also can be regarded as watermark to embed. 

In order to test the robustness of the system, we adopt Photoshop to 

fulfill sharpen, cropping and altering to check if the extracted 

watermark is still recognizable. Experimental results demonstrate that 

the proposed system can resist the above three kinds of tampering in 

general cases.  

 

Keywords—Data hiding, vector quantization, watermark.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

VER the past 4000 years, there are many security 

techniques used for national defense and military 

purposes. In the recent years, due to the promising 

developments in business, the computer and network become 

one of the most frequent used media for communication. Data 

communication by way of network is convenient for the user; 

however, the data transmitted in the network is easy to be stolen 

or recognized if without packaging or processing furthermore.  

Digital watermarking is the process of embedding 

information into a digital signal. The signal may be any form of 

the following alternatives; text, audio, pictures or video. If the 

signal is copied, then the information is also carried in the copy. 

Therefore, hiding information into the original signal is the way 

to achieve the goal of privacy protection. In visible 

watermarking, the information is visible in the picture or video. 

Typically, the information is text or a logo which declares the 

owner of the media. When a television broadcaster shows its 

logo to the corner of transmitted video, this is also a visible 

watermark. In invisible watermarking, information is added as 

digital data to audio, picture or video, but it cannot be perceived 

as such (although it is possible to detect the hidden 

information). An important application of invisible 

watermarking is the copyright protection systems, which are 

intended to prevent or detect unauthorized copying of digital 
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media. Steganography is sometimes applied in digital 

watermarking, where two parties communicate a secret 

message embedded in the digital signal. Annotation of digital 

photographs with descriptive information is another application 

of invisible watermarking.  

The basic idea of vector quantization is quite simple, 

representing sequences of input vectors with a much smaller set 

of pre-defined vectors, which are called codevectors 

(codewords). There are several ways to choose the 

representative codevector. Most of the methods will evaluate 

the distortion between input vector and all codevectors in the 

codebook; then the codevector with minimum distortion is 

selected. Indexes instead of the codevectors are sent to the 

receiver or to be stored in storage device. The decoder uses a 

table-lookup method to retrieve the codevector from codebook 

to reconstruct the decoded image. Its simplicity of the decoder 

is the primary advantage of VQ. 

Formally, a vector quantization of k dimension and 

codebook size N can be regarded as a mapping Q from a 

k-dimensional space R
k
 to a finite subset Y of R

k
. That is, 

YRQ k →:  where { }NiyY i ,...,2,1| ==  containing N 

codevectors is called the codebook, yi represents the i-th 

codevector in Y and each yi is k-dimension as well. If the 

distortion measurement used to select the best match codeword 

for every input k-dimensional vector x=(x1, x2, x3,...,xk) in 

codebook is the squared Euclidean distance, the distortion 

between x and yi codeword is 

 

∑
=
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2)(),(                               (1) 

 

The best match codeword ybm with the minimum distance is 

yielded  

  

Niyxdyxd ibm ,...,2,1),(min),( ∈=                   (2) 

 

Transmitting the index of ybm instead of the whole input 

vector x itself achieves the goal of compression. On the decoder 

side, the index of bm is used to reconstruct the original image in 

simple way by codewords pasting from codebook according to 

bm. The bit rate for the conventional VQ is  

 

k

N2log

 bits per pixel (bpp)                               (3) 

 

The conventional VQ is given in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Conventional VQ  

 

The above procedure searches exhaustively through the 

codebook to find the best match codevector for every input 

vector x according to a distortion measurement as (1) and 

produces the associated codevector index bm. The VQ encoder 

with this type searching manner is called a full-search VQ 

(FS-VQ) [1], [2]. The computational complexity to implement 

FS-VQ is expensive so as to limit the application of VQ to 

real-time compression system. In this paper, we adopt the fast 

VQ encoder to increase the practical usage of this data hiding 

system to avoid too much processing time. In general, VQ is for 

compressing image to compressed form. In this paper, we use 

VQ to hide and retrieve data.  

Due to the fast growing of information technology, the 

security and ownership protection of multimedia are getting 

more and more attention. Watermark was devised to achieve 

this goal. In the early age, the artists protect their own 

intellectual property rights of their works by signing their 

names within the product to indicate the authenticity of the 

work. If somebody who wants to remove the signature will 

destroy the works. Nowadays, the electronic images are easy to 

copy and easy to modify the features as well and human eyes 

are difficult to perceive the modification. Malicious attackers 

are capable to change the ownership or the content of the 

works.  

The most common anti-counterfeiting watermark is on the 

bill that can be found by light. Some companies or 

manufacturers put the visible watermark covering up the 

picture on the bill to achieve the goal of anti-counterfeiting. 

However; big watermark affects content of picture and tiny 

watermark cannot resist the attack. The best way to protect the 

owner’s right is embedding the digital watermark into the 

digital data in visible or invisible manners. The watermark to be 

embedded could be the company or authors’ brand. If 

somebody wants to copy or modify the content, real owner can 

extract the watermark to declare his real ownership to protect 

the intelligent property. Reference [3] proposed a method, 

which is regarded as the first data hiding method for 

VQ-compressed images; in this scheme, two neighboring 

codewords are considered as a pair for embedding bits (0 and 

1). In 2005, [4] proposed a reversible watermarking scheme 

based on modified fast correlation VQ (MFCVQ) for 

VQ-compressed images. However, the scheme has a 

considerably low hiding capacity because its embedding rate is 

less than 1 bit/(image block) on average. Lin et al. [5] presented 

an adaptive embedding technique for VQ-compressed images. 

They adjusted the predetermined distance threshold according 

to the required hiding capacity and arranged numerous similar 

codewords in one group to embed a secret message. Thus, on 

average, two bits could be embedded in each block with 

acceptable distortion. Wang et al. [6] presented a reversible 

data hiding scheme involving a combination of locally adaptive 

coding (LAC) and side-match VQ. In this scheme, a 

self-organizing sequence and an adaptive threshold list are first 

defined to concentrate the distribution of index positions so that 

the variance among the indices can be reduced. Thereafter, a 

variable coding rule is employed for embedding secret bits and 

decreasing the length of the code stream carrying the secret bits. 

Unlike conventional VQ-compression, the scheme of Wang et 

al. can reduce the output code-stream size by 10% on average, 

and the associated average hiding capacity per test image is 

approximately 30,000 bits. Reference [7] is the most recent 

published paper by using VQ to hide data. It presents image 

watermarking method based on classified VQ. Each block is 

encoded by the classified VQ codebook according to its class 

and the two watermark bits corresponding codebook. This 

scheme is a blind watermarking method and the watermarked 

image is robust to most of common signal processing 

operations. In this paper, we present a novel watermarking 

scheme for hiding the bi-level, gray-level, color, and text 

watermarks.  

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this paper, both data hiding (watermark embedding) and 

retrieval are achieved by vector quantization. However, the 

time for VQ is quite long which make it an unpractical method 

in real world. Therefore, we adopt two processes to speed up 

VQ. The factor to spend time to fulfill VQ is the searching area. 

Conventional VQ encoder searches the whole codebook for 

every input vector to find the best match codeword. In this 

paper, we limit the searching area by calculating the codewords 

whose average values are close to the input vector. For the 

image (I) used to hide data, it would be divided into 

non-overlapped sub-blocks x=(x1, x2, x3,...,xk) whose size is n 

by n and k = n × n. The average of x can be got by 

 

� =
∑ ��
	
�
�
�

                                      (4) 

 

Meanwhile, we also need an extra space Y to store the sorted 

average value of each codeword in codebook Y whose size is N 

according to 

 

�� =
∑ ���
	
�
�

�
                                   (5) 

 

j=1..N. 
 

For every sub-block x, we search the codewords whose 

�� − ��� ≤ � to find the best match codeword. If there are M 

codewords {��
�

..��
�

} that meet the condition above in Y, we 

will use the following method to decrease the computation 
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burden furthermore. Basically, the main idea is to decrease the 

computation in (1). Partial distortion searching (PDS) 

algorithm can be used to accelerate the computation. In PDS, 

the calculation of searching can be terminated once the 

accumulated partial error exceeds the current minimum total 

error during the calculation of (1).  

The algorithm of PDS is summarized as: 
 

Step 1: 

	���� = ∑ (�� − ���

�)!�
�"�                                        (6) 

	
  Index=1; 

Step 2: loop A:  for ( i= 2 to M) 

{ 

             �#$% = 0; 
                          loop B: for (j=1 to k) 

              { 

   �#$% = �#$% + (��		 − ���
�)!                                       (7) 

 

If (�#$% ≥ ����)  break; 

               } 

                        If (�#$� < ����) 
{ 

   ���� = �#$%; 			index = i; } 

 

From the PDS pseudo codes, it can be observed that the 

encoder can decide that a codeword is inappropriate before 

finishing the computation of the distortion for a codeword by 

the virtue of premature exit. This occurs when the accumulated 

distortion dcur for the first j pixels of the input vector is larger 

than the smallest distortion already found in the searching of 

dmin. Refer to the loop A in Step 2, which ensures that we only 

search the partial of the whole codebook. It is un-necessary to 

search the entire codebook. In this paper, we limit the searching 

range according the criteria in the previous section. In addition, 

the PDS can save a lot of computation burden as well. Notice 

that no matter data hiding or data retrieval from the image in 

this paper, both of them are fulfilled by the VQ. Therefore, fast 

VQ can save a lot of time for both hiding and retrieval. In real 

application, fast VQ costs about 2.5% time compared to 

conventional VQ in embedding or retrieval watermark. 

Experimental results show that the embedding time is less than 

0.5 seconds. 

In the research field of data compression for VQ, 

conventional method to yield codebook is by LBG [2]. The 

time to generate codebook is long; however, the codebook is 

global that means once it is yielded, the codebook will be used 

by all the images. In this paper, we need to yield the 

twin-codebook to embed the watermark. Every codeword’ size 

is 4 × 4 in the codebook Y. We generate another codebook Y’ 

and the codeword size in Y’ is	4 × 4 as well. The size N of the 

whole codebook of Y and Y’ is the same. However, the content 

of yi and yi’ (1 ≤ 1 ≤ 2)	has tiny difference by modifying the 

codeword content in yi to another value in yi’. We first 

re-arrange the 4 × 4  codewords into one-dimension array 

whose size is 16. yi is the codeword in original codebook (Y). yi’ 

is the twin codeword for yi. Notice that the number, location 

and value of the elements to be modified are randomly yielded. 

The algorithm to yield the twin-codeword from yi to yi’ is given 

as: 

 

Step 1:  

#number=	rand(	)%8;                                          (8) 

 

  /* decide the number of pixel to be modified  */ 

Step 2: for (a=0; a<#number; a++)   

        { 

          location=	rand(	)%16;                                             (9) 

 

/* decide the location to be modified  */ 

          y9:;<=>?;@
A = y9:;<=>?;@

+ (rand(	)%10) − 5;             (10) 

 

  /* modify the value */ 

          while (Cy9:;<=>?;@
A ≥ 255E	or	(y9:;<=>?;@

A ≤ 0))    
 /* boundary check of bit depth  */ 

y9:;<=>?;@
A = y9:;<=>?;@

+ (rand(	)%10) − 5; }                   (11) 

 

Notice that we limit the number of content modification to 8 

at most and the pixel deviation between yi yi’ is −5~ + 4. In 

addition, the value modification will be constrained to the bit 

depth range. That is because we don’t want to cause apparent 

visual difference for the twin codewords to avoid unpleasant 

visual effect after embedding watermark. The following is an 

instance whose #number =4 and the locations will be modified 

are 5,8,11,16. You can observe the value modification from the 

black number to red number by the arrow sign. 

 

 yi =[65,54,34,125,21,52,123,135,54,213,212,123,214,58,120,93] 
 

yi’=[65,54,34,125,23,52,123,132,54,213,207,123,214,58,120,97] 

 

The amount of data hiding is determined by the size of image 

and codeword. Assume the gray image size is A × B and the 

size of each codeword is 4 × 4 , the capacity that can hide data 

is (	A × B)/(4 × 4) bits. From the aspect of data compression, 

we know that image is compressed by VQ encoder and 

de-compression on decoder. The watermark embedding 

process is achieved during the encoding and decoding. After 

this embedded process, we can say that the data is hided in this 

image. Fig. 2 depicts how the embedding job works. For every 

sub-block in the original image ( I ) , we must find out the ymin 

from Codebook I. However, the codewords selected to paste on 

the embedded image ( I ) are determined by the watermark data. 

If the data to hide is ‘0’, we paste the codeword whose index is 

ymin; otherwise, we paste the codeword whose index is y’min to 

the embedded image. Notice that the searching process is 

fulfilled to the Codebook I only for every input vector x and the 

difference between the twin-codebook and twin-codeword is 

tiny which is almost visual indistinguishable. VQ will cause the 

distortion when the codebook size is small to achieve higher 

compression ratio. In this paper, compression is not the goal so 

that we increase the codebook size to decrease visual distortion.  
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Fig. 2 Configuration for embedding and retrieval 

 

The operation of data retrieval from the embedded image is 

quite simple, we search both Codebook I and Codebook II to 

find the best matched codeword for every sub-block in ( I ). If 
the searched codeword is belonged in Codebook I, we can 

output the value of ‘0’; otherwise, output ‘1’. By this manner, 

we can output the whole watermark. 

Embedding the watermark is to protect the property of owner 

or hiding the data. In addition, we have another processing to 

protect the watermark furthermore by confusing it. Here, 

bi-jective mapping function is adopt to make the watermark 

being confused. Original watermark will become very difficult 

to understand or recognizable. It is very difficult to recover the 

original watermark without the key of the function. The 

bi-jective mapping function is given as: 

 

L(M) = (N + O × M)PQR	P                      (12) 

 

Here, A and B are private keys and M is the total data amount. 

B and M must be coprime. p is the original position. F(p) will 

yield the new position. Fig. 3 shows a watermark is confused by 

the above function.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Confusion of watermark 

 

In this paper, the data to hide could be one of the following 

four forms as bi-level, gray, color images and text. Image data 

must be converted into a binary stream composed by 0 and 1. 

Bi-level image is very easy to process because it is binary form. 

For 8 bit-depth gray image data, we must convert a gray pixel 

value into binary form. There are Red, Green and Blue three 

spaces for each color pixel so that it is necessary to converting 

each space into binary before embedding. As to the text, we can 

use Chinese, English with punctuation to be the watermark. 

ASCII codes are used to represent these texts. ASCII codes can 

be converted into binary codes to embed. Fig. 4 shows the 

original image after VQ and the image embedded with 

watermark. 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Without embedded data   (b) With the embedded data 

 

In order to increase the privacy of the method, we store some 

parameters to be the key (£) to retrieval the watermark. The 

parameters are composed as (watermark_length, 

watermark_width, watermark_type, A, B). A and B are the 

parameters in bj-jective mapping function. Embedding 

watermark is achieved by twin-codebook and yield embedded 

image (I) and key (£). By using the twin-codebook and £, we 

can retrieval the watermark from the embedded image (I). 

The quality of the system performance can be evaluated by 

following factors: a. speed b. subjective observation for 

image-based type watermark. c. objective measurement in 

terms of mathematic calculation. d. correctness percentage of 

text. Mathematic evaluation can be achieved by mean square 

error (MSE) as: 

 

MSE = �

%×V
∑ ∑ (W��−W��)!V

�"�
%
�"�                  (13) 

 

r and s are the size of the size of image-based watermark. w9Y is 

the original watermark and w9Y is the retrieved watermark. If 

the watermark is color, we get the average MSE value from the 

R G B three planes. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The size of the twin-codebook we use in the experiment is 

1024. Notice that the image we embedding is color image. 

Therefore, we yield three twin-codebooks for R, G, B by LBG 

algorithm, respectively. The image size is 512× 512, sub-block 

size is 4× 4, the total of amount data capacity to hide the 

watermark is 49,152 bits. With the aid of fast-VQ, the 

embedding time is less than 0.5 seconds. Embedding time is 

half compared the retrieval time because that we only search 

codebook I in embedding and search codebook I and codebook 

II in retrieval.  

In order to evaluate the robustness of the data hiding 

performance, we embed the four forms of watermarks as 

mentioned in the previous section and using tools in Photoshop 

to modify the content the embedded image to test the 

robustness of the system. If there is no modification imposed on 

the embedded image, the retrieved watermark is 100% the same 

as the original watermark. The image processing operations we 

use for robust testing are sharpness, hollow out, adding the text 

to the embedded image. You can observe the performance from 

Figs. 5-8. 
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a. Embedded Image b. Retrieved Watermark 

 

 

c. Sharped Embedded Image d. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=6417) 

 
 

e. More Sharped Embedded 

Image 

f. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=20170) 

 

 

g. Embedded Image 

(hollowed) 

h. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=4740) 

 

 

i. Embedded Image 

(hollowed) 

j. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=67925) 

 

 

k. Embedded Image (Addition 

texts) 

l. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=12055) 

 
 

Fig. 5 Embedding bi-level watermark 

 

 

 

a. Embedded Image b. Retrieved Watermark 

 

 

c. Sharped Embedded 

Image 

d. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=2034) 

 

 

e. More Sharped 

Embedded Image 

f. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=6079) 

 

 

g. Embedded Image 

(hollowed ) 

h. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=2645) 

 

 

i. Embedded Image 

(hollowed ) 

j. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=33867) 

 

 

k. Embedded Image 

(Addition texts ) 

l. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=3472) 

 

 

Fig. 6 Embedding gray watermark 
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a. Embedded Image b. Retrieved Watermark 

 

 

c. Sharped Embedded Image d. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=1899) 

 

 

e. More Sharped Embedded 

Image 

f. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=9386) 

 

 

g. Embedded Image 

(hollowed ) 

h. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=4598) 

 

 

i. Embedded Image 

(hollowed ) 

j. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=77310) 

 

 

k. Embedded Image 

(Addition texts ) 

l. Retrieved Watermark 

(MSE=5795) 

 

 

Fig. 7 Embedding color watermark 

 

Figs. 5-7 show that the experimental results of retrieved 

watermarks at different alternations to see the robustness of the 

data hiding system. The logos are all almost recognizable in 

Figs. 5-7 except the case in Figs. 5-i, 6-i and 7-i. In those cases, 

the hollowed area exceeds more than half of the embedded 

image.  

 

a. Embedded Image 
b. Retrieved Watermark 

(total=223) 

 

政府重新開放美國帶骨牛肉

進口，高雄市長陳菊今天(10

月26日)表示，為顧及國人健

康，中央主管機關應重新評估

這項政策，給消費者一個安

全、安心的消費環境。 

陳菊表示，經過混合加工的牛

絞肉等辨識困難，也難以追查

控管，必須從來源加以管制。

陳菊說，台北市政府推出自主

管理聯盟，與高雄市政府之前

因應「三聚氰胺事件」所推出

的台灣產品專區作法雷同，陳

菊認為，中央主管機關應重新

評估美國帶骨牛肉進口政

策，而不是讓地方政府執行一

項跟中央政策相抗衡的措

施，增加無謂的行政成本。 

c. Sharped Embedded Image 
d. Retrieved Watermark 

(error=91) 

 

政府重開疾美䜋帶骨狛肋

進高雄帒長陳菊今妩10朘

26旕 表示，犾鱧及國䲺偭康

中主管機鶜旉重新評侸這

頁政策＄給消費耕一個宁

全、安心的涘費璠境。؍ 

陳菊表礻，經過混合加工组牛

絞肉等辨識廲難＞也難以追

䎧箱，必颈庞䗆溔加䳥媁

툶。陳屠ʪ，台北専施府推出

自笡理쁯盚，與骘集市甿庝

之剭因慉瀌帉聚洰胺介件㐍

捀柨出的台灣產品專區作法

雷吜，陳菋認為，中礮主管橛

關應重枰詗漰美國縶髨牛肉

鐲厳政策，舌긝是讓地方政府

執行䰀頇藟中堾政策盺抖顡

皔措施ｌ增加熡謂的諌攧成

本。 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

e. More Sharped Embedded 

Image 

f. Retrieved Watermark 

(error=171) 

 

椏郅鶉旿美䜋丶騠䉛肁

2퐄高雄帒锓陳菈캊天 11

最2涥(⡨示，炖�厊看䯻倨

康콌中央䨻箰⩟愈針新詑佰

뀑 

頏支塖％罦涨豻者䰀倊完䅘

 媉彃涐꧟璡境瀂  

陳쏊豨砻，經過淶合加工绌牚

絞肉等辨荘廲離劘也難仧魼

䎧㮑，꧟逈嶜俆溔አ䫥媡툲。
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陳局ʠ叠Ꮇ尨斏府⎸出觪笡

否衯㩾，范骙蛄娂搾府䙋前狠

懊〄三耚栀胺찍他㐍捀掬䇺

嚄醰灣攣品�嵜法蛷䑌ｔ

陳菪認傺ﾄ中央 篩醍應

暰託�橎圃幦ᢨ牐肉䘲儣政

脌�渏讒唰怙放府埳衎谀，پ

頁跟渭堪攻策盺撖襡皔揂施

㸌墘媠愡謂的諌愞成本。 

g. Embedded Image (hollowed ) 
h. Retrieved Watermark 

(error=33) 

 

政府釁新開放美國帶骨ቛ肁

進口，高雄市長ᙳ菂今天(10

月26日)表示，為顧及國人健

康，中央䈻箠機關應重新評估

蠙頁政策，給消費者倛安

全、安心的消環境。陳ϊ表

示，經過混䀈加工的牛絞肉等

辨荘困難，也難以追查管，

必須從來渐加管制。陳局說

台北市政府推出自䠻管理نح

聯盟，與高雄䀂政府之前因應

〄三聚氰胺事件」所授出的台

灣產品專區东法雷同，陳菊認

為نح中央主管機關懌重悰評

估美國帶骨牃肉進口政策，而

不昇讓地方政府執行一颅跟

中央政策相抗衡瘄措施，增加

無謀的行政成本。 

i. Embedded Image (hollowed ) 
j. Retrieved Watermark 

(error=134) 

 

政府重@@@@@帶骨牛

@@@@@雄市長陳

@@@@@0月2@@@@，為

顧及@@@@@中央主

ዛ@@@@新評估這

@@@@@消費者一@@@@

安心的消@@@@@ 

  陳@@@@經過混合

@@@@@肉等辨識

@@@@@以追查@@@@@

從來源加@@@@@局說，

@@@@@推出自主

@@@@@與高雄@@@@@

因應「三@@@@@」所推

@@@@@品專區作

@@@@@菊認為@@@@@

機關應重@@@@@帶骨牛

@@@@@，而不是

@@@@@執行一@@@@@

策相抗衡@@@@@加無謂

@@@@@。 

k. Embedded Image (Addition 
texts ) 

l. Retrieved Watermark 
(error=102) 

 

䴿徛重新鞋䔶῎國帶誨牛肉録

凣تح高雄市長陣菊今天h10枈

2日䠩顨示，為飧及國亪偭

亣，中儮主管櫿闌重新詍䌰

這項摿㭶弌給消費者䨄個喉

凨、安心皌消費環墁㎁ 

  癳衠愼，經過海合加�皔

絞肉等莨荘困難�也難以追

查掯管，嵅須從伆源加勡管娶

あ陳局說，台笏布政府推凸胪

主管퐺ꁁ曟，與高黄市政府

前因凉〈䨉豛氱腺事件」䉈授

燺炀台瀣產品專印佄法鋷

同，陳菊認犺，渭央为管機闛

應遍暰 �瞌國帶蚲牟肉進口

政策，逌ꘋ是讓匰方朿府執行

一項꧟䰯夬政策璸抗蠡的㮪䶭

增加焥謃的行┿成本。 

Fig. 8 Embedding Traditional Chinese text watermark 

 

The experimental results in Fig. 8 is different to others, text 

watermark is different to the other types of watermark. Any 

modification imposed on the embedded image will cause the 

changing of the hidden text. The correction rate should be 

100% in case the misunderstanding. There is another 

alternative method to improve this kind of defect by transform 

the text into image format watermark. From the observation of 

the above experiments, we know that the image watermark is 

more robust than text watermark. Text watermark is fragile 

while attacking the embedded image.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the data hiding method is proposed by VQ 

encoding and decoding to the image. VQ distorts image 

essentially. However, if the codebook size is large enough such 

a distortion is tiny in visual sense. But, big codebook size will 

take too much time while embedding or retrieving the 

watermark. Thus, we adopt big size codebook and fast VQ 

encoding method to speed up the processing time while 

maintaining image quality so that the user will not perceive the 

image is embedded data. There are twin codebooks in this 

paper. Watermark being embedded is spread to a chaotic 

pattern and transformed into binary data. By way of selecting 

from the twin codewords, binary data is hidden in the image. 

The proposed is reversible watermarking scheme when the 

embedded image is not alternated. The experimental results 

demonstrate that the proposed method is robust to most of 

common signal processing imposed on the embedded image. 
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